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Asymptotic Distributions for Vectors of Power Sums •
SANDOR CSORG6 and LASZLO vmAROS
We show that the recent 'probabilistic approach' to the asympt.otic dis·
tribution of sums of independent and identically distributed random variables
and of lightly trimmed versions of these sums, given in [7} and [5}, can be extended to vectors of sums of fixed powers of such random variables. A special
case when the underlying distribution has regularly varying tails appears as
an extension of an equivalent form of the main result of Szeidl [9, III which,
in turn, was motivated by earlier work of Zolotarev 115, 16] and others on
polynomial statistics of a fixed degree. The result is also illustrated by an
example of elementary symmetric polynomials having Poisson limits.

1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let X, Xl, X2 , • •• be independent random variables with a common distribution function F(x) = P{X $ x}, x E iR, and quantile function

Q(I)

= inf{z: F(x) ~ 8},

0 < 8 $ 1,

Q(O) = Q(O+).

We also introduce the quantile function of IXI defined as

K(I) = inf{x: P{IXI $ x}

~

I}, 0 < 8 $ 1, K(O) = K(O+),

and note that for any power p > 0, the quantile functions of IXIP and
IXIPsgn X, where sgn stands for the sign function, are seen by elementary
considerations to be
(1.1)

Q~l)(I)

= inf{z: P{IXIP $

x} ~ I}

= ](1'(1),

0 < 1 $ 1,

and
(1.2)
Q~2)(I) = inf{z: P{lX!' sgnX $ x} ~ I} = IQ(,)IP sgn Q(3),
and we again put Q~I)(O) = Q~')(O+), 1= 1,2. Note that
C1~')(8)

1-'1.1-'
(1. , (u

= ,

A tJ

-

0 < 1 $ 1,

Q12) = Q. Setting

utJ)dQ~)(u)dQ~')(tJ)

)1/2 ,
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0< , < 1/2, 1= 1,2, where u A v = min(u, v), define
(1.3)
a~~(n) = nl/2CT~/)(I/n), 1= 1,2,
and not,e that these quantities are non-zero for all n large enough, provided
the distribution of X is not degenerate, and this we will assume throughout
to avoid trivialities. Note that a(n) = a12)(n) is the "natural" normalizing
sequence of [7, 51.
For fixed integers m ~ 0, Ie ~ 0 and a power P > 0, iutroduce

S(~ (

Ie) = {E'l~~+lIXj,nIP,

if 1= 1,
if 1= 2,
where X1 ,n :5 .,. :5 Xn,n are the order statistics pertaining t·o the sample
Xl, ... ,X,.. The aim of the present paper, motivated by Szeidl [9.12], is to
investigate the asymptotic distribution of the vector

"" m,

Ei~~+IIXj,nIPsgnXj,n,

(S~~~ (mI, leI)"'" S~~~(md, led)),
1, ml ~ 0, leI ~ 0, ..., md ~ 0, led ~ 0 are fixed integers, PI > 0,

where d ~
..., Pd > 0 are fixed powers and

(1.4)

l={ll, ... ,ld},

li=1 o~ 2,

i=I, ... ,d,

is a fixed set, and where we shall generally allow n to go to infinity along a
subsequence of the sequence {n} of the positive integers.
Let an be any sequence of positive numbers such that an ! 0 and
nan - 0 as n - 00, and introduce the functions
(I)

n , _ { Q~) (~+) la~)(n),

tPI,p( , ) and

Q~/)((I- an)+)/a~~(n),

°n <- ,nan:5 n<-, nan,
< 00,

{-Qf)(I) (1- *tI)/a~l)(n),

0 < , ~ n - nan,
,p
-Qp (an)/ap (n),
n - nan < , < 00,
For both 1= 1 and I = 2, for any p > 0, and for all n large enough, these are
non-decreasing and right-continuous functions on (0,00), and setting
2
(1.5)
tPj(n,·) = tPJ~}(n, '), i = 1,2, a(n) = a1 )(n),
..1,(/) (
If'2

n, 8

)_
-

we obtain the two main operational sequences of [7, 5]. Let => denote weak
convergence of functions on the half line (0,00), that is, pointwise convergence
on (0,00) in every continuity point of the limiting function. Of course, we
have
(1.6)

lim tP{1,,)(n,B) = tPPl(B) = 0,

n-oo

...

B> 0, for any p> O.

It will assist the presentation of our main result in the theorem below if we
first formulate some preliminary results, using the notation in (1.5). All the
proofs are in the next section.
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LEMMA. (i) Iftbere exist a subsequence {n·} c {n} and non-positive,
non-decreasing, right-continuous functions VJl and VJ2 on (0,00) sucb tbat

VJj(n.,·):::} VJj{-) = VJ)~}(')'

3: = 1,2,
and at least one of VJl and VJ2 is not i'dentically zero, then for any PI, ... , Pd >
o one can B.nd a (generally different) subsequence {n'} C {n} and nonpositive, non-decreasing, rigbt-continuous functions VJ}~l"'" VJ}~d' i = 1,2,
sucb tbat
2
.d2}(,.)
(18)
.
'f'j,p; n,
:::} .d
Vj,p;}(.) , as n, - 00, 3'-12·'-1
- , " - , ... , d.
(1.7)

as

n· - 00,

(ii) If there exist a subsequence {n·l C {n} and a non-positive, nondecreasing, right-continuous function VJ!~1 on (0,00) sucb that VJ!~l is not
identically zero and

(1.9)
VJ!~I(n".):::} VJ!~l(-) as n· - 00,
tben for any PI, ... ,Ptl > 0 one can B.nd a (generally different) subsequence
{nIl C {n and non-positive, non-decreasing, right-continuous functions
VJ~~1 ' ... ,VJ2~d such that
_

l

-e

(1.10)
VJ~~j(n"'):::}VJ~~J), as n'-oo i=I, ... ,d.
(iii) If (1.7) and (1.9) hold along the same {n·}, then {n'} can be
constructed so tbat (1.8) and (110) botb hold along tbis {n'}.
(iv) If for some subsequence {n'l C {n},
(1.11)
VJj(n',,) - 0, , > 0, i = 1,2,
as n' - 00, then {or the same subsequence {n'} and all 0 < P < 1,

VJJ~(n',3)-0,

(1.12)

3>0, i=I,2,

as n' - 00.
(v) If for some subsequence {n'l C {n},

(1.13)
as n' -

(1.14)

~!~l(n',,)-O,
00,

3>0,

tben for the same subsequence {n' } and all 0 < P < 1,

1/J!~(n',8)-0,

8>0,

as n' - 00.
(vi) If in (i)-(v) above we have tbe corresponding assumptions (1.7),
(19), (1.11), or (1.13) for tbe functions a1'}(n)1/JJ~l(n, ')/An, wbere n = n· or
n = n', An > 0 and a1') (n)/An- - 0 as n - 00, with tbe corresponding superand subscripts I and i, tben we have tbe same conclusions for tbe respective
renormalized functions a~'}(n')VJJ~(n', ·)/A~"
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We note that by Theorem 5 in [7) the alternative conditions in this
lemma, corresponding to a component of our vector above is necessary for the
convergence in distribution, to be denoted by. - D, of any (linearly) centered
and normalized version of that component to hold along some subsequence
of {n}.
Recalling the notation in (1.4), we now formulate two conditions. Let
P ={PI, ... ,Pct} be a set of fixed positive powers, not necessarily different.
Condition (01), H 2 E and 1 ¢ then assume either (1.7), with at
least one of VJ1 and VJ2 not identically zero, or (1.11). Then we either have
(1.8) along some {n'} and all powers Pi in P for which Ii = 2, or we have
(1.12) for all powers Pi in P for which Pi < 1 and Is = 2. In the latter case,
under (1.11), if there are Pi E P for which Pi> 1 and Ii = 2, then we auume
that (1.12) holds along the same {n'l for aU such Pi.

e

e,

HIE e and 2 ¢ e, then a55Ume either (1.9) with a ,p!~l not identically
zero, or (1.13). Then we either have (1.10) along some {n' }, or we have (1.14)
for all powers Pi E P for which Pi < 1 and Ii = 1. In the latter case, under
(1.13), if there are Pi E P for which Pi > 1 and Ii = I, then we a&&ume that
(1.14) hold8 along the same {n'} for all such Pi
HIE e and 2 E e, then we assume either (1.7) with VJl + V>2 ~ 0 or
(1.11) and also either (1.9) with v>~~l ~ 0 or (1.13) in such a way that (1.12)
and (1.14) together with the additional auumptiom for powers larger that
1, as described in the preceding two paragraphs, hold along the subsequence
{n'} given by case (i) or (ii) or (iii) of the Lemma.
Condition(C2)' This is the same condition as (Gl ), only we start out
from the respective conditions for the renormalized VJ functions, with some
An- > 0 such that a1' }(n-)/An - ~ 0 as n· ~ 0, or An' > 0 such that
all)(n')/An , - 0 as n' ~ 00, where I = 1 or 1= 2, as described in case (vi)
of the Lemma.
Under condition (Gd or (02) all the functions 1/JJ~~(n',.) or
a~i)(n')v>}~(n', .)/A';.~ converge weakly along the same {n'l to corresponding
limiting functions v>j~.(.), i = 1,2; P1, ... ,pd E P, where Ii = lor Ii = 2.
Now we brake up Y {nto the union Po U PI of disjoint sets Po and PI in
the following way. H for Pi E P we have v>l~i = 1/J~~i == 0, then let
Pi E Po, otherwise let Pi E Pl. Let the cardinality of Po be do, where
o S do S d, and re-index the Pi if necessary so that Po = {PI, ... ,Pelo}
and 1\ = {Pdo+1,'" ,Pd}. Of course, if do = 0 then .Po is empty and if do = d
then PI is empty.

e'
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Having thus fixed

P and l in (1.4), the notations

(1.15)
S(i)(m' /c.) = S(I i ) (m· /c.)
Q I.(.) = Q(Ii)(,)
P i ' n'
I' I
n',pi
I' I '

.1. (i) (n'

'I' J

'

.) = .I.(li)(n' ,)
If J,pi

'

and

1/JY)O = "J~('), i = 1,2,;

i = 1, ... ,d (where 1/Jji) == 0 if i = l, ... ,do)

are fully meani~gful under (01 ) or (02 ), Note that by (1.6), ifthe case Ii = 1
occurs, then
:= 0 for all such i. Aslo, based on the notation in (1.3), we
further introduce

"I')

(1.16)

, (uAtl-uv)dQi(u)dQi(v),
],1-,],1-'

Uij (")=,

O<,,<1/2,i,;=I, ... ,d,

where, of course, Uii(') = ul(') for any i = 1, ... ,d. The final non-random
quantities that we need, depending on the subsequence {n' } constructed in
condition (01) or (02), are

!ij =!ij ({ n

'})

Uij( hI n' )
I' I' inf
= h-oo
1m 1m
n'-oo Ui (1/ n I) Uj (1/n ')

(1.17) and
aij

I' I'
uij(hln' )
= aij ({ n'}) = A-oo
1m 1m
sup U,.(1/ n') u .(1/n ')'
n'-oo
J

which are well defined and satisfy 0 ~ !4j ~ aij ~ 1 for all

i,i = 1" ." d,
i = 1,2, of inde-

Consider now two independent sequences {E1j)}~1'
pendent exponentially distributed random variables with mean 1 and the
j
corresponding partial sums yJj) =
) + .. , + EJ!), n ~ 1, ; = 1,2, as
jump-points of the independent standard left-continuous Poisson processes

El

00

Nj(8)

= L1(YJj) < 8),
n=l

, ~ 0, ;

= 1,2,
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where 1(·) is the indicator function, and define the random variables

=~~
(Nj(") - .. )d,p(i)(..)
1'(1)
I

VN(k)
1

(1.18)

-l

"+I

+ k,p(i)(Yi~I) 1

I

l·(j)

"+I .. d,p(i)(&)
I

,p('\I),

(8)d8 11(HI ,p(i)
1

1

where i = 1,2, k ~ 0, and i = do + 1, ... , d. These are well defined both
under (Cd and (C2) because of (1.19) and (1.20) below and vt)(k) is nondegenerate if ,pJ'1 ~ O. Fix the integers m1," . ,md, k1,. .. ,/cd ~ O. Then,
setting
W(i)(m'
/c.) -- (S(i)(m'
/c.) - rn
lI(i)(m' /c·))/a·(n)
n
."
nil'
,,'
•
and
i

~i)(m'
- (S(')(m'
/c.) n
., /c.)
I
n
I' I

lI(i)(m'I '
rn

/c.))/APi
I
,
~

= 1, ... ,d, our main result is the following.
THEOREM. (1) Suppose condition. (CI ). Then, necessarily,

(1.19)

ioo(,py)(,))2d8 < 00 for any

t

> 0, i

= 1,2;

i = I, ... ,d,

and there exists a subsequence {nil} C {n'l such that

(W(~)(m1'
k1), ... , W(~(md,
/cd))
n
n
-+D (Zl, ... , ZtJo, Wdo+!(mdo+l, /cdo+d,···, Wd(md, /cd))
as n"

-+ 00,

.L
w.uere

Wi(fni,ki) = -Vpl(mil + Zi + V2('1(ki), i

= do + 1, ... , d,

and where NI (·), (ZI, ... ,Zd), N20 are independent and (ZI, ... ,Zd) bas
a (possibly degenerate) d-dimensional normal distribution with tero mean
vector and covariance matrix (8ij )1J =I witb some numbers, ij such. tbat
iij

S 'ij S 'lij,

for all i,i = 1, ... , d,

and
iii

=

'ii

=

'lii

= 1 for i = 1, ... ,do.

Furthermore, if iij = i j for all i,i = 1, ... , d, tben tbe above convergence in
distribution takes place along tbe original subsequence {n /} constructed in
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condition (Gl ).
(2) Suppose condition (G2 ). Then, necessarily,
(1.20)

t/lY)(3)=0 forall 1~3<00,

;=1,2;

i=I, ... ,d,

and, along tbe original subsequence {n'l constructed in condition (G2 ) and
witb tbe sequence {An'} of tbat condition,

(~~)(ml' kl ), ... , Wn,(md, kd))
-1) (0, ... ,0, WdoH(mdoH' kdo+l),'''' Wd(md, kd))
as n' - 00, wbere

We note that for each i = 1, ... , d, the random variable Wi(O,O) is
infinitely divisible and, in fa.ct, any infinitely divisible random variable can
be represented in this form according to Theorem 3 in [7].
In Corollary 2 below we construct an example, in which the original
properly centered and normalized sums S~~Jl (0,0) = Xl +.. .+Xn , converge in
distribution along a genuine subsequence {n /} to a Poisson random variable,
that will illustrate both cases (1) and (2) of the theorem. (In principle, there
is an easily formulated third case in which one stipulates the convergence of
the original t/J(l) functions jointly with the convergence of the renormalized
t/I(2) functions or vice ver8a. We did not include this because we don't have
an example for such a situation.) Presently, we exhibit what is perhaps the
most important special case of part (1) ofthe theorem.
Assume for the underlying quantile function that for some constants
1 > 0 and 61 , 62 ~ 0, 61 + 62 > 0, and a non-negative function L(·) defined
on (0,1) and slowly varying at zero we have

-Q(,+)

= ,-lhL(3)(61 + 0(1))

(1.21) and

Q(I-3)=,-lhL(,)(62 +0(1)) as

,!O.

This is equivalent to the assumption of Szeidl [9-12} that for some constants
al,a2 ~ 0, al +a2 > 0, and a function 1(·) on [0,00), slowly varying at infinity,
F( -x) = (al + o(l))x-'I'I(x) and 1 - F(x) = (a2 + o(l))x-'I'I(x) as x - 00.
Furthermore, (1.21) is equivalent (cf. Corollary 3 in [7) and Proposition A.
3 in [3D to the three conditions

K(I-,) = ,-lhL(,),

°<" < 1,

8
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I:W Q1 (1- 8)/K(I- 8) = (1- r)lh,
l}ffl Q2 (1- 8)/K(I- 8) = r 1h ,

°

where QI(I-8) = max(-Q(8),0), Q2(1-8) = max(Q(I-8),0) and ~ r ~ 1
is some constant.
Consider now a set P = {PI, ... , Pd} of positive powers, where we assume
that < PI ~ ... ~ Pd. Define
d - {maX{1 ~ , ~ d: Pi ~ 1/ 2}, if PI ~ 1/ 2,
0- 0,
if PI > 1/2.
With in (1.4) fixed, the notation in (1.15) and (1.16) is in force, and,
indeed, it will turn out in the proof of the following Corollary 1 that 1/11') ==
i
ifi = 1, ... ,do; i = 1,2, and -by (1.6), 1/11 ) == if'i = 1, i = do + I,.H,d.
Also, we will see that with some constant c~i) > 0,

°

e

°

°

(1.22) 1/I~i)(8)=c~i)8-Pi/"',

for all 8>0,

if 'i=l, i=do +l'H.,d,

and that with some constants c~i) , c~i) ~ 0, c~i) + c~i) > 0,
(1.23)
1/1)")(8) = cy),-Pih, for all 8> 0, if 'i = 2, i = do+l, ... ,d;
Substitute all these functions into (1.18) and define

(1.24)

i = 1,2.

Wi(mi, ti) =- V1(11(mi) + V2(i) (td, i = do + 1, ... , d,

in terms of the obtained random variables. Note that by the Remark following
Corollary 3 in [7], for each i = do + 1, ... , d, Wi(O,O) is a stable random
variable with index 1/Pi < 2, expressed in terms ofthe same two independent
Poisson processes Nl (-) and N2 (-). Furthermore,
(1.25)
t7i(O)<OO if Pi<1/2, i=I, ... ,do,
while t7i(O) mayor may not be finite if Pi = ,/2, i = 1, ... , do. In this way
we arrive at the following.

COROLLARY 1. H (1.21) holds, then
(W~l)(mlltd, ... , W~J)(md,kd))
-D (Zl,'" ,Zdo l Wdo+l(mdo+1J kdo+l),"" Wd(md, kd))
as n - 00, where Nl (·), (Zl, ... 1 Zdo), N20 are independent and
(Zl, ... , Zdo) has a do-dimensional normal distribution with .zero mean vector
and covariance matrix (aij )1j=1' where 811 = ... = 8dodo = 1, 8ij = 1 if i < i
and Pi = Pj = ,/2, 8ij = t7ij(O)/(O'i(O)O'j(O)) if i < i and Pj < ,/2, or
Pi < Pj = 1/2 but t7j(O) < 00, and 'ii = if i < i, Pi < Pj = 1/2 and
O'j(O) = 00.

°
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In this corollary, the normalizing constants ai(n) are asymptotically
proportional to Vii whenever 1 ~ i ~ do and Pi < "1/2, or Pi = "1/2 but
O'i(O) < 00. H 1 ~ i ~ do, Pi = ,/2, and 0';(0) = 00, then the function
O'i(') in aj(n) = VnO'j(I/n) is slowly varying at zero according to the proof
in the next section and to Corollary 1 in [7]. Also it is dear from [3] that
for each i = do + 1, ... ,d, the normalizing sequence a;(n) is asymptotically
proportional to (n lh L(I/n))Pi. When ml = '" = md = kl = ... = kd = 0,
the corollary is equivalent to the main result of Szeidl (Theorem in [9] and
Theorem 1 in [11]), who describes the limiting random vector by giving its
characteristic function (and makes his classical-type Fourier-analytic proof
simpler by assuming that L == 1).
One motivation for the Corollary can be the study of self-normalized
sums (d. the references in [4] and Zolatarev [14] as an additional reference).
Indeed, the joint convergence of the first two components in relation (5) of
[4] follows from the above Corollary 1 with obvious generalizations coming
from the Theorem, from which results on self-normalized sums converging in
distribution along subsequences of {n} can be deduced.
The main motive, however, for results of the type in the Theorem and
Corollary 1 is to study the asymptotic distribution of symmetric polynomials
of Xl, ... ,Xu with a fixed degree d. This problem is very nicely exposed
by Zolotarev (16]. (The main results of this paper have been announced
without proof in [15].) Szeidl [9] illustrates his main result by describing
the possible limiting distributions of symmetric polynomials with d = 2,
proves some general results for arbitrary din (11] with illustrat.ions for d = 3
and d = 4, specifically investigates the case d = 5 in [10], and provides
an analytic description of the limiting characteristic function for a general
d in (12]. All these are done by him under the tail condition (1.21). (For
a number of earlier and related references, see [15, 9-12] and Avram and
Taqqu [1].) Following Szeidl [7-9], but starting out from the Theorem rather
than Corollary 1, a more general description of subsequential limits of· general
symmetric polynomials is possible, replacing stable random variables by some
infinitely divisible ones. We do not stop on the details, some of which can be
found in [13].
Instead of this, here we present a concrete example which, as promised
above, illustrates both cases of the Theorem and at the same time exhibits an
interesting possibility of subsequential asymptotic distribution of elementary
symmetric polynomials of an arbitrary degree d ~ 1. This example is a
special case of a construction by one of us and Dodunekova [6], exhibiting a
different and even more curious behavior concerning subsequential Poisson
limits of a single sum.
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Set
22'

t, = 2- 2• and b, = (t, - tHlt l = 1 _ 2-2' , Ie = 0,1,2, ... ,
so that t,lt'_I -+ 0 and b,lb'-l -+ 00 as Ie
variable X given by the distribution

-+ 00,

and consider the random

1
P{X = O} = 2" and P{X = bk }

= t, -

tHl'

(1.26)

Ie = 0,1,2, ....

The quantile function Q of X is given by

~fO~'~I-to=I/2,

Q(')={O,
b"

IfI-tk<,~I-tHl,

1e=0,I,2, ... ,

and if for a ,\ > 0 and Ie = 0,1,2, ..., we let
(1.27)

ni = n,,('\) =

then it is shown in

[,\2 2'1 = [,\It" 1= min{j : j integer, j ~ '\It,,},

16] by elementary considerations that
Q( 1-

')
nJ:

{ b,

= bJ:~l'

if , < '\,
if , ~ '\,

for all Ie large enough. Hence, if An. = bJ: ,.., 22' , then

(1.28)

Q(,/n,)/An ,

-+

- Q(I- ,/ni)/An ,

0 and

°

-+ ,p~(,),

,> 0,

as Ie -+ 00, where ,p~(,) = -1 if, < ,\ and ,p~(,) = if , ~ '\. This means
that (1.7) or, what here is the same, (1.9) are satisfied along {nil. Our set
of powers will be P = PI = {I, ... , d}, where d ~ 2. There is no need to
construct a new subsequence for (1.8) or (1.10) to hold, since by (1.1) or (1.2)
the quantile function Qi(') of Xi is Qi(.), and hence by (1.28) we have

Qi('lnJ:)/A~1t

-+

and

0

- Q.(I- 'In,)/~1t -+ ,pl('),

, > 0.

Extending the elementary computations from i = 1 to 2 ~ i ~ d, given in [61,
it is straightforward to see that for the O'iO and ai(nk) in (1.16) belonging
to the present Q.(-) = Qi(.), we have

ai(n,)/~.

-+

° if

,\ ~ 1

and for any h> '\,
ai(n,)/~1t

-+

-IX

and ui(h/nJ:)/ui(I/n,,)

-+

° if

,\ > 1
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for each 1 ~ , ~ d as Ie -+ 00. Therefore, if A ~ I, we are in case (2) of the
Theorem, that is Condition (C2 ) is satisfied along {nk}. On the other hand,
if A > 1, then we are in case (1) of the Theorem, that is, Condition (Cd
is satisfied along {nk} and, furthermore, the possible normal components of
the limiting variables all disappear. Taking into account the computation
with 1/J). given in [6] concerning the limiting random variable and, though
the st.atement could be given with nonzero (mi, ka-) easily, simplifying the
notation in (1.16) by setting here
n/r

Si(nk) = Sn",i(O,O) =

LX}
j=1

and

Jti(Uk)

(1.29)

= Jl~HO,O) = n"

1-I/n"

1
1/2

.

Q'(u)du,

i

= 1, ... ,d,

for independent copies XI, X 2 , ••• of X above, the first statement of the
following corollary follows from the Theorem, while the second one will be
proved to follow from the first in the next section. It is interesting to see
that the limit of the polynomials is constant times the limit of single sums.
COROLLARY 2. For tbe distribution given in (1.26),

(

SI(nk) - Jll(n,,)
Sd(nk) - Jld(nk))
A
, ... ,
Ad
n/r

-+D

~"

(N(>') + (1 "A) - A, ... , N(A) + (1" >.) - A),

as k -+ 00, wbere P{N(A)
for any fixed d ~ 1,

= m} = Am e->. 1m!, m = 0,1,2, ....

Furtbermore,

(1.30)

EISh <...<iIlSr>'2~/rl Xii ... Xjll - C:~~/rl
kd- 12d2 /r

as k -+

•

(1.31)

00,

Ad-l

-+D

(d _1),{N(A) + (1" A) - A}

wbere, witb Jti(n,,) = JliUA2 2"1) in (1.29),
(tl)

__

C r>. 2 ~/rl - ( 1)

d

L

·(.

.)
......,td

(-I)t.l +...+t.Il
.,
ll. I.... ld.

tl (

U

JLl(fA2 210)
1) it
I
'

=1

tbe sum E· being extended {or all vectors (i l , , 'tI) tbat bave non-negative
integer-valued components sucb tbat i 1 + 2i2 + + did = d.
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We close this section with a general methodological remark. Our 'probabilistic approach' may appear unusual at first sight and one meets the superficial difficulty or disadvantage to have to deal with quantile functions
and associated quantities such as the "truncated variance function" (72(.)
rather than more customary distribution functions, truncated expectations
or characteristic functions. However, this approach or method has several
advantages. The main one in the present setting, as will be clear from the
indication of the proof, is that after a quantile transformation all the components of the vectors in the Theorem are expressed in distribution by means
of a single sequence of a specifically constructed Uniform (0,1) random variables so that the problem of convergence in distribution becomes the problem
of component-wise convergence in probability for which the already existing
theory can be used. Therefore, we don't really have to worry about joint
distributions while in the usual characteristic-function approach this is the
basic problem (d. the proof in [9]). Second, a »6ne-stmcture" theorem could
be stated in an obvious manner as in [7], showing what portions of the SUInS
of the components contribute the various ingredients of the limiting vector,
in particular, the independence properties become trivial and heuristically
clear. Third, the influence of the extreme terms of the sums are nicely delineated. Fourth, the possibility for the universal choices of the centering and
normalizing sequences makes things easier. Finally, the probabilistic representation of the limits provides some complementary intuition to the more
usual Fourier-, Laplace-, or Mellin-transform descriptions.

2. PROOFS

Proor of the Lemma. (i) Since the remaining cases are easier, we only
consider the case when Q is negative near enough to zero and positive near
enough to one. In this case, the function H(B) = H1 (B), where for p > 0,
H,(B) = IQ(B+)I' + IQ(l- ')1', < B < 1, is non-increasing in a right-side
neighborhood of zero. Now (1.7) implies that for all p > 0,
H,(·/n*)/a'(n*) => 'Pp(.) = ''''1(-)1' + 1"'2(-)~
on (0,00) as n* ~ 00. By the condition there is a continuity point < '0 < 1
of 'Pl(-) such that 'Pl(BO) > 0, and hence
H,(./n*)/H,(Bo/n*) => 'Pp(·)/'Pp('o) as n* ~ 00.
Independently of p > 0, choose now the subsequence n = ln*/'oj + 1,
where l·J is the usual integer-part function. Then, exactly as in the proof of

°

°

Corollary

8 in [7), one can see that
lim8upHp(,/n)/a~2)(n)< 00,
il-oo

, > 0,

•
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•

for any p > O. Repeated applications of the Helly selection theorem now
yield (1.8).
(ii) This part follows exactly as part (i), or can in fact. be considered as
a consequence of (i) applied to the quantile function K(')'
(iii) On the basis of the proof of (i), this is obvious.
(iv) Recalling the notation above (1.3), if (u~2)(O))2 = Var(IXI'sgnX) <
00, then the statement clearly follows from Corollary 1 in [7]. Hl7~2) (0) = 00,
then a lengthier but fairly routine consideration based on formula (2.58) and
some ideas from (7] is needed, the details of which are given in (13].
(v) The relationship of parts (iv) and (v) is the same as that of (i) and
(ii).
(vi) This is obvious. •
ProoC oC the Theorem. We work on the specially constructed probability space described at the beginning of Section 2 in (7]. With the special
uniform order statistics U1,n ~ ... Un,n carried by that space we have the
distributional equality

we
•

for each n. From now on one works with the right-side representation of
the vector, and Theorem 2 in (7], applied component-wise, gives the present
theorem in case (2). Also, an application of Theorem 1 in (7] as augmented
in Theorem I- of [5], using the same {rn ,} sequence in each component, leads
to case (I) of the present theorem at least component-wise but again with
the same two Poisson processes N1(·) and N2('} in the expressions of the
non-normal terms of the limits of the different components. Furthermore,the
normal term in the limit of the i-th component is the limit of the normally
distributed random variables

Zi(n')
•

=

i

1-(rn,+l)/n'

Bn,(s)dQi(S)/ui(l/n'), i=I, ... ,d,

(rn,+l)/n'

where Bn ,(·) is a sequence of Brownian bridges, the same for all i
Hence EZi(n') = 0 and, with the notation in (1.16),

=1, ... , d.

Uij((r n, + I)/n'}
.. 1
d
EZi(n ')Zj (n ') = Sij (')
n := l7i(l!n')uj(l!n')' 1,3 = , ... , ,

SANDOR CSORGO and LASZL6 \'IHAROS

for each n'. Modifying now the proof of Theorem P in [5} in a trivial fashion,
it is clear that the sequence {rn/} can be constructed in such a way that
liJPinf~ij(n')=~j
n-~

and

limsupBij(n')=sij,
n~~

i,i=I, ... ,d,

where the !ii and S,j are given in (1.17). This completes the proof, some
obvious detaIls of which are speJled out in [I3}. •

Proof of Corollary 1. First we not.e that if "I ~ 2 in (1.21) then F is
in the domain of attraction of the normal distribution. Indeed, if "I > 2 then
it is easy to see that

2 fal Q2(~)dB < 00,

EX =

while if "I = 2 then an application of Karamata's theorem ([2}, p.26) for
the slowly varying function L2(.) shows that condition (1.26 c) of Corollary
1 in [7} is satisfied. Also, if "I < 2, then by Corollary 3 in [7) F is in the
domain of attraction of a stable distribution with exponent "I. Using now
(1.1) and (1.2), we see that for each i = 1, ... , d, Qi also satisfies (1.21) with
L(·) replaced by Vi(.), 61 and 62 replace~ by appropriate constants 61 (i),
62 (i) ~ 0, cdi) + 62 (i) > 0, and "I replaced by ~dp,. Hence by Corollary
1 in [7) we indeed have
== 0 if i = 1, ... , do; i = 1,2, and (1.22) and
(1.23) are also satisfied by Corollary 3 in [7}, and by these same corollaries
the sequences of functions "Ji)(n,.), i = 1,2; i = 1, ... , d, converge to these
limiting functions along the whole {n}.
Therefore, by the theorem it remains to show that for !ij and Sij defined
in (1.7), presently along the whole {n}, we have !ii = Sii = 'ii, i,i =
1, ... ,do, where the common values lij are as given in the formulation of the
coroJlary. Noting that Uij(O) is finite when both u;(O) and CT;(O) are finite,
and that by the opening remark of the present proof (1.25) holds true, this
is clear except for the case when 1 ~ i < i ~ do, Pi < "1/2, Pi = "1/2, and
CTj(O) = 00.
In the latter case it is of course sufficient to show that CTi;(O) < 00. The
first step towards this, extending somewhat fOfmula (2.58) in [7), is to derive
by elementary computation that fOf aU 1 ~ i,i ~ d

"y)

CTi;(') =BQ.(,)Qj(') + ,Q.(1 - ,)Qj(l- B) +.
- {IQi(8) + 8Qi(1- B) +.

+.
/.

/.

1-.

Qj(u)du}.

1-.

e-

1-.

Qi(u)Qj(u)du

/.

Qi(u)du}{8Qj(8) + IQj(l- 8)

•
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Substituting now (1.21) for Q. and Qi as described above, and assuming
Pi < ,/2 and Pi ,/2, we obtain by a somewhat lengthy computation, the
det.ails of which are given in [13}, that the asymptotic equality

=

r

CTij(3) ..... aii,
],

1/2

P'

1)

1

P'

U-(~+J I1i+i(u)du + bij3J-~ I1i+i(3)

holds as 3 ! 0, where aij and bij are positive constants. This implies that
CTij(O) < 00 and hence the corollary. _

Proof of Corollary 2. We only have to prove the second statement.
First we note that for JLi(nk) in (1.29), where nk is as in (1.27), we obtain by
easy calculations that

, .\ > 1
, .\ = 1,
, .\ < 1,

and hence
if 1= 1,
if 2 ~ I ~ d.

(3.1)

Next, recalling the meaning of 2:. in (1.31), introducing the notation
ai.....,.11 = (-I)d( _1)'I+...+ill /(i 1 ! ... id!),

e

and using Lemma A. 2 in [I} (and hence correcting a misprint in [16) where,
in our notation, the factor (-I)d is missing) for the elementary symmetric
polynomials in question we obtain
p(d) ."t'-

I:1<' < <'14_""
< x·,•... x· - I: '1,..

Now, dropping

~1

Rk

...

Jd -

(.

a..n (SI(Rk))"
d

e

.)

·,'11

'It-·,'II

=1

.

I

everywhere in the notation and writing
S;'. = (A' S, At'
+ PI i, = D, + pi',.
II..

•

)

where, agreeing that an empty sum is zero and an empty product is one,
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by the binomial formula, and using a well-known formula for the product of
two-term sums (d. [8], p.446), we obtain, with C,\~ as given in (1.31),
.,

Of course we have to keep in mind that D, depends on i, as well.
From the sum Et we now separate the term pertaining to the vector
(d, 0, ... ,0) and what remains we denote by Rtt,.. The separated term, since
i 1 = d in Dl and i, = 0 in D, if I ~ 2, is

e-

Therefore, since
(3.2)
we see that (1.30) will be proved once we show that, as Ie

(3.3)

d!Tn• =

t(~)

c' ~ 1")'

-+ 00,

A'pf-' =op(k d-'2""j

and

(3.4)
Since by the already proved first statement of the corollary

(3.5)

l~~d I(S,(nk) - p,(nl:))/~lrlr = Op(I),

-, -

•

we have

d!ITn,.1 = Op(I)~lrpt-2(nl:),
which by (3.1) and (3.2) implies (3.3).

AS1'MPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS FOR VECTORS OF POWER SUMS

On the other hand, denoting by

•

2:"

the sum

2:.

17

with the vector

(d,O, ... ,O) excluded, by (3.1) we get

where K1 and K2 are some positive constants depending only on ~ and d.
Since by (3.1) and (3.5) again
(3.6)
using the same relations repeatedly we obtain

e_
,
because il in the sum 2:•• can at most be d - 2 and it is exactly the vector
(d - 2,1,0, ... ,0) for which the summand is the largest. Hence (3.4) is
satisfied for Rl~, and we only have to show it for RJ.~. But, again by (3.6),

I

and thus (1.30) is completely proved. ~
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